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Brief

For years, enterprises have relied on endpoint 
defenses like anti-virus software to detect and 
disable malware. But that approach—which 
relies on signatures of known attacks—has failed 
to stop targeted attacks. Anonymous proxy 
networks like Tor provide cyber criminals the ideal 
communication vehicle for malware. Increased 
reliance on mobile devices and corporate 
BYOD programs increase vulnerability. And new 
technologies like IPv6 bring complexity and 
offer hackers a security gap when defenses lag 
technology. As a result, IT security organizations 
are falling farther behind in the war on malware.

While endpoint defenses are essential, malware 
operates through the network. To be successful, 
malware attacks must do three things:

Get in—infiltrate your network and establish a 
beachhead on systems.

Phone home—establish communications with their 
controller.

Exfiltrate data—transmit captured data to cyber 
criminals.

HP TippingPoint next-generation intrusion 
prevention system (NGIPS) and next-generation 
firewall (NGFW) broaden malware defenses by 
disrupting every phase of the malware lifecycle. 
To enable this, TippingPoint uses a three-prong 
approach based on original security intelligence 
from HP Security Research.

Reputation data

Reputation data protects your network by 
identifying traffic coming from or destined to 
known bad or suspicious Internet sites. We 
maintain a database of more than 2 million 
IPv4 and IPv6 addresses and DNS names. Each 
is assigned a risk rating from 0 to 100, and your 
security specialists establish the threshold at 
which traffic is blocked. Reputation data can detect 
and block malware downloads, spam and phishing 
emails, and DDoS and web app attacks from botnet 
hosts. Updated reputation data is downloaded to 
TippingPoint NGIPS appliance every two hours.

Malware filters

Malware filters complement end-point security 
by using filter technology to detect the network 
activity of malware: infiltration, exfiltration, and 
malware command-and-control traffic. In addition 
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to detecting suspicious traffic and alerting security specialists, malware filters provide the in-depth data 
security teams need to investigate and respond to malware threats.

We currently provide over 1,000 malware filters—a number expected to grow to 3,500 within a few 
months—and new filters are distributed to HP TippingPoint appliances weekly.

Vulnerability filters and the research behind them

HP Security Research (HPSR) Zero-Day Initiative—almost 3,000 HP and independent security researchers—
discovers more software vulnerabilities than anyone else in the industry. Each time HPSR uncovers a new 
vulnerability, HP TippingPoint DVLabs develops a vulnerability filter—a “virtual patch” that protects you 
even before software vendors update their software. HP TippingPoint customers benefit from more than 
8,200 vulnerability filters out of the box, and we update them weekly with filters for newly discovered 
vulnerabilities.

We invite you to study the Gartner Adaptive Security Architecture featured in this newsletter. One of its 
key recommendations is to broaden defenses across the spectrum, rather than relying on prevention alone. 
That’s the approach we offer with HP TippingPoint NGIPS.

Learn more at hp.com/go/tippingpoint 

Sign up for updates: hp.com/go/getupdated 

Source: HP

http://hp.com/go/tippingpoint
http://hp.com/go/getupdated
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Determined attackers can get malware into 
organizations at will. Security organizations should 
use Gartner’s Adaptive Security Architecture to 
identify gaps and fill them with tactical solutions 
until endpoint protection vendors wake up to this 
new reality.

Impacts

• The failure to stop targeted attacks requires 
security organizations to rebalance investments 
in all four stages of Gartner’s Adaptive Security 
Architecture (ASA), and to adopt a continuous 
response culture.

• Security organizations must assume they 
are compromised, and, therefore, invest in 
detective capabilities that provide continuous 
monitoring for patterns and behaviors indicative 
of malicious intent.

• Preventive controls to “harden” endpoints are 
highly effective and should be revisited by 
security organizations; new tools are emerging 
to simplify this task.

Recommendations

Security organizations:
• Ensure that investments are balanced across 

the four stages of Gartner’s ASA. Favor 
endpoint protection platform (EPP) vendors 
that understand that perfect prevention 
is impossible, and evaluate them against 
Gartner’s ASA framework. Favor solutions that 
provide more capabilities and can coordinate 
across capabilities. Fill gaps with tactical best-
of-breed vendors.

• Assume that the organization is already 
infected. Change your “incident response” 
mindset to a “continuous detection and 
response” process.

• Monitor dwell time as a key performance 
indicator.

• Invest in ETDR tools and processes that can 
detect malware infections that have evaded 
traditional blocking and prevention solutions.

• Review protective hardening controls. 
Continuous configuration management tools 
and application control solutions can reduce 
the management overhead of maintaining 
hardened endpoints while still allowing 
flexibility for change.

Strategic Planning Assumptions

By 2020, 60% of enterprise information security 
budgets will be allocated to rapid detection and 
response approaches — up from less than 10% in 
2014.

By 2018, 80% of endpoint protection platforms 
will include user activity monitoring and forensic 
capabilities — up from less than 5% in 2013.

Analysis

Many EPP vendors are stuck in an endless loop 
of generating signatures for known threats. Over 
time, there have been tweaks to this defensive 
strategy, such as cloud signature queries, heuristic 
signatures and behavior detection to catch 
malware families. However, the relative ease with 
which a determined attacker can evade these 
preventive techniques has been increasingly 
apparent for years, and yet nothing has stepped 
up to replace them. In “Designing an Adaptive 
Security Architecture for Protection From Advanced 
Attacks,” Gartner outlines the four stages and 
12 key capabilities necessary for an enterprise 
to achieve a more holistic protection strategy. 
Here, we attempt to apply the key findings of that 
research to the evolution of the EPP market.

Malware Is Already Inside Your Organization;  
Deal With It

From the Gartner Files:
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Impacts and Recommendations

The failure to stop targeted attacks 
requires security organizations to 
rebalance investments in all four 
stages of Gartner’s Adaptive Security 
Architecture (ASA), and to adopt a 
continuous response culture

To help enterprises design an ASA and select from 
among competing products, we have developed an 
architectural framework composed of four stages 
and 12 capabilities (see Figure 2).

The four stages of Gartner’s ASA are:
1 “Prevent,” which describes the set of policies, 

products and processes that are put into place 
to prevent a successful attack. The key goal of 
this stage is to reduce the attack surface and 
prevent attacks before they can impact the 
enterprise.

2 “Detect” capabilities are designed to find 
attacks that have evaded the prevention layer. 
The key goal of this stage is to reduce the 
“dwell time” (see Note 1) of threats and, thus, 
reduce the potential damage they can cause.

3 “Respond” proficiencies are required to 
remediate issues discovered by detective 
activities, provide forensic analysis and 
recommend new preventive measures to avoid 
repeat failures.

4 “Predict” modeling allows the security 
organization to learn from external events 
and sources to proactively anticipate new 
attack types. This intelligence is then used to 
feed the preventive and detective activities. 
For example, a new industry-specific attack 
tool is discovered that targets unpatched 
Windows XP machines. This intelligence 
results in configuration changes to Windows 
XP machines, as well as a discovery activity to 
see whether variants are already present in the 
organization.

For more details on the 12 capabilities of this 
architecture, see “Designing an Adaptive Security 
Architecture for Protection From Advanced 
Attacks.”

Gartner inquiries indicate that most enterprise 
security organizations are looking for an elusive 
solution that can prevent 100% of malware with 

Source: Gartner (February 2014)

FIGURE 1    Impacts and Top Recommendations for Security Organizations

Impacts Top Recommendations

Security organizations must assume they 
are compromised and invest in detective 
capabilities that provide continuous 
infection monitoring.

• Track dwell time and time to recovery as 
key performance metrics.

• Create infrastructure to store baseline 
information.

• Create systems to monitor suspect 
changes in endpoints and the network.

The failure of traditional security tools to 
stop targeted attacks requires security 
organizations to balance technology 
investments and processes in all four 
stages of the security life cycle.

• Balance investments across the security 
life cycle.

• Invest in hardening endpoints with policy-
and process-based controls.

• Invest in continuous monitoring tools and 
processes to reduce dwell time.

Policy-based controls are highly effective 
and should be considered as the first line 
of defense against malware attacks.

• Invest in proactive application 
management. 

• Invest in "default-deny" application control 
solutions. 
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minimal administrative overhead. Responding 
to this demand, most EPP vendors are primarily 
focused on the latter half of the prevent stage in

The unfortunate truth, however, is that it is 
impossible to provide perfect prevention. Recent 
reports from forensic investigations,1 and reports 
about highly public attacks,2 show that successful 
attacks have very long dwell times. These long 
dwell times illustrate that IT organizations lack 
the ability to detect issues and spot early warning 
signs that malware has slipped past preventive 
measures.

Concurrently, endpoint protection solutions do not 
provide sufficient guidance on how to proactively 
harden and maintain endpoints to avoid infections 
in the first place — specifically, the hardening 
and isolation capabilities of the prevent stage in 
Figure 2. For example, proactive configuration 
management is a daunting task to many large 
organizations, primarily because they do not have 
the tools to identify and prioritize activities to 
reduce the attack surface, and they feel powerless 

to restrict end-user demands for customization. 
However, studies3 have shown that proper policy 
and configuration can reduce incidents by 85% or 
more. Also, tools are getting better at supporting 
these activities. In addition, application control 
(also referred to as “application whitelisting”; 
see “How to Successfully Deploy Application 
Control”) is another powerful security approach 
that is often ignored by EPP solutions, even 
though Gartner customer interest in these 
capabilities is quite high (see Figure 3).

Recommendation:
• Use Gartner’s ASA to evaluate vendors 

and balance security investments. Do not 
overinvest in “prevention” alone, at the 
expense of “hardening” and “detection” 
capabilities. Favor EPP vendors that 
understand the need for an ASA, as well as 
those that provide more capabilities and 
can coordinate across capabilities. Pressure 
incumbent vendors to fill in gaps in critical 
capabilities, but do not hesitate to fill in gaps 
with tactical best-of-breed vendors.

Source: Gartner (February 2014)

FIGURE 2    Gartner’s Adaptive Security Architecture
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They track malware’s dwell time and use it as a 
key performance metric to measure the quality of 
their detection capabilities. They have invested 
in continuous infection monitoring processes and 
tools that provide an early warning that malware is 
already resident in the organization.

Only one EPP vendor in the “Magic Quadrant for 
Endpoint Protection Platforms,” Webroot, reports on 
the infection time versus the detection time (aka 
the dwell time), and it does not make it easy to use 
this information.

Some EPP vendors (such as McAfee, Check Point 
Software Technologies, IBM, LANDesk Software, 
Kaspersky Lab and Arkoon Network Security) are 
starting to provide real-time endpoint query tools, 
which are useful for confirmation and investigative 

Security organizations must assume 
they are compromised, and, therefore, 
invest in detective capabilities that 
provide continuous monitoring for 
patterns and behaviors indicative of 
malicious intent

All large enterprises are already infected with 
malware, despite what their EPP solutions are 
reporting. EPPs do not know what they do not 
know. Leading security organizations treat incident 
response as a continuous activity. Average 
security organizations wait like firemen for some 
alert before they initiate action. More advanced 
security organizations are like detectives. They 
are continuously probing to uncover suspect 
events that will lead them to hidden malware. 

From Gartner’s Endpoint Protection Customer Reference Survey, 3Q13
Source: Gartner (February 2014)

FIGURE 3    Customer Interest in Application Control Is High

Yes, we are already 
using Bit9, McAfee, 

Kaspersky, 
Viewfinity, Lumension 

or other application 
control solutions for 

at least some 
endpoints

18%

Yes, we don't allow 
users to have admin 
rights, and we limit 
applications, but we 

haven't used a 
dedicated solution

24%
Yes, we are actively 

considering it
29%

No, it seems too 
complicated and 
time-consuming

7%

No, we can't restrict 
what applications 

users want to install
7%

No, haven't really 
looked at it

15%

Have you implemented or considered "application control" (defined as limiting the apps an 
endpoint can install to a known set of preinspected apps)? Choose the best fit answer.
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activities. However, these vendors vary in what 
elements they can inspect. Very few mine the 
data for indicators of compromise, and none 
store event history to support true retrospective, 
forensiclike investigation.

Detecting resident malware primarily involves 
monitoring network and endpoint events to find 
“indicators of compromise” (IOCs). These can 
be established patterns of malware activity or 
anomalous events (see Note 2 for more detail). 
These techniques are not entirely new; however, 
existing EPPs are careful to avoid false positives, 
so they rarely report suspect events that do 
not surpass a confidence threshold. Continuous 
responders, as opposed to incident responders, 
are looking for suspect events along with a 
severity indicator.

A new class of endpoint threat detection and 
response (ETDR) vendors is starting to fill the 
gaps left by traditional EPP suites. Vendors 
such as Mandiant, Cisco (Sourcefire), Carbon 
Black, Promisec, RSA, Guidance Software and 
CounterTack provide IOCs to lead detection 
efforts and real-time investigation tools that 
allow for rapid interrogation of endpoints and 
endpoint history. These tools greatly ease manual 
search efforts. Since most organizations want 
to minimize the number of security agents 
running at endpoints, and since the leading EPP 
vendors acknowledge and address the detective, 
retrospective and predictive deficiencies in 
their own solutions, we anticipate that the 
functionality provided by these solutions will 
eventually be subsumed by EPP vendors over 
the next five years — but serious security 
organizations will not be able to wait.

Recommendation:
• Assume that the organization is already 

infected. Treat incident response as a 
continuous detection and response process. 
Monitor dwell time as a key performance 
indicator. Pressure incumbent EPP vendors 
to improve continuous monitoring to 
support advanced threat detection as well 
as investigations, but don’t wait for them. 
Tactically invest in ETDR tools, capabilities 
and processes that can detect malware 
infections that have evaded traditional 
prevention solutions.

Preventive controls to “harden” 
endpoints are highly effective and 
should be revisited by security 
organizations; new tools are emerging 
to simplify this task

A properly configured and patched endpoint 
will be immune to a large majority of malware 
attacks, freeing security professionals to focus 
on more sophisticated attacks that don’t rely 
on misconfigured or vulnerable systems. IT 
organizations must prioritize security patching, 
especially for Internet-facing applications, end-
user applications that can execute Java, the 
browser and common plug-ins (such as Java 
and Adobe reader), and the operating system. 
Dedicated vulnerability analysis solutions and 
patch management solutions are a good choice 
for larger enterprises. Some EPP vendors (such as 
Kaspersky Lab, McAfee, LANDesk, IBM, Lumension, 
BeyondTrust and Panda Security) are adding these 
capabilities for small or midsize businesses and for 
security-organization-focused efforts. Configuration 
management is another key technology to 
maintain compliance with hardening guidelines. 
Vendors such as Opswat, Triumfant and Promisec 
provide dedicated configuration management and 
monitoring capabilities, in addition to emerging 
ETDR capabilities.

Application control solutions (for example, 
Bit9, McAfee, Kaspersky Lab, Trend Micro and 
Lumension) can provide excellent proactive 
protection by enforcing a “default-deny” 
application execution environment, allowing 
only known applications to execute. These 
solutions are far more manageable than previous 
generations of application control solutions, due 
to the inclusion of application reputation services 
that provide “known application” catalogs and 
trusted sources of change, which minimize the 
ongoing maintenance of the whitelist. Even in 
a monitor-only mode, application control tools 
can aid detection activities by highlighting new 
executables that have very low distribution, or 
executables with low reputations. Bit9 is an 
example of a vendor that is repositioning its 
application control solution more as a continuous 
system monitoring tool, and mining the data for 
IOCs, thereby providing capabilities in the detect 
stage. Application control is a very effective 
solution for endpoints that do not change often; for 
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systems that do not lend themselves to patching, 
such as older machines (that is, Windows XP); 
and for embedded systems, such as point-of-sale 
systems, process controllers, automated teller 
machines and medical devices.
Recommendation:
• Review preventive hardening controls. If you 

haven’t already, extend patch management 
processes to include alternative browsers 
and popular plug-ins. Investments in 
continuous configuration management tools 
and application control tools can reduce the 
management overhead of maintaining hardened 
endpoints while still allowing flexibility for 
change. Application control in particular should 
be considered a best practice solution for 
servers, systems that cannot be patched and 
embedded systems.

Evidence
1 See Verizon’s “2013 Data Breach Investigations 
Report” and “M-Trends 2013: Attack the Security 
Gap.”
2 Here is a list of high-profile attacks:
• State of South Carolina — 1.9 million Social 

Security numbers stolen (October 2012)

• LinkedIn — 6 million passwords stolen (June 
2012)

• Global Payments — 1.5 million credit card 
records stolen (April 2012)

• State of Utah — 780,000 Medicaid records 
stolen (March 2012)

• Sony — PlayStation Network data breach (April 
2011)

• RSA — SecurID intellectual property breach 
(March 2011)

3 See “Strategies to Mitigate Targeted Cyber 
Intrusions,” Australian Government, Department of 
Defence.

Note 1. Dwell Time

“Dwell time” is a measure of the number of days 
between a malware infection and its detection.

Note 2. Techniques for Detecting IOCs

These include the following:
• Monitoring outbound network traffic to detect 

the network signature of malware command-
and-control traffic, or traffic with a destination 
IP address of known botnets, is an effective 
way to detect resident malware. Representative 
vendors include Damballa and leading secure 
Web gateway vendors.

• An emerging approach is to monitor network 
activity and compare it with normal traffic 
patterns, looking for suspect bursts of traffic 
volume or destinations, or new ports and 
protocols. Vendors that can help with network 
analysis include Blue Coat (via its acquisition 
of Solera Networks), RSA (via its acquisition of 
NetWitness), Fidelis Cybersecurity Solutions 
(acquired by General Dynamics), Lancope, and 
Sourcefire’s Advanced Malware Protection 
(AMP; acquired by Cisco).

• Monitoring changes in PC state — such as 
new unknown processes, registry changes 
and executable software — is a good way to 
detect IOCs. Application control solutions, such 
as those from vendors Bit9, Kaspersky Lab, 
McAfee, Trend Micro and Lumension, are useful 
for this purpose. There is also an emerging 
group of dedicated IOC detection solutions 
from vendors like Promisec, AccessData Group, 
Carbon Black, Guidance Software, Mandiant, 
CounterTack, Triumfant and Ziften.

• Some dedicated malware detection solutions 
monitor multiple aspects of an endpoint and 
look for known IOCs. Sample vendors include 
RSA ECAT, HBGary and FireEye (Mandiant).

• Changing incident response procedures can 
also help detect IOCs. Incident response groups 
should calculate the dwell time and review the 
type of malware discovered. These procedures 
may reveal the need for more in-depth analysis. 
If the discovered malware has a long dwell time 
or a low prevalence, or if it is a type commonly 
used by targeted attackers, then it may be only 
one component of a larger attack. Current EPPs 
do a poor job of providing this information, so 
it is up to incident response groups to develop 
some of their own techniques by using log 
analysis tools.

Source: Gartner Research G00259857, Peter Firstbrook, 12 February 2014
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HP creates new possibilities for technology to have a meaningful impact on people, 
businesses, governments and society.  With the broadest technology portfolio 
spanning printing, personal systems, software, services and IT infrastructure, HP 
delivers solutions for customers’ most complex challenges in every region of the 
world.  More information about HP (NYSE: HPQ) is available at http://www.hp.com.

About HP Enterprise Security Products

Today’s organizations are facing the most aggressive threat environment in the history of information 
technology. Emerging computing trends have greatly increased productivity and business agility—but at the 
same time, have introduced a host of new risks. Actionable security intelligence is critical to protecting your 
organization from this rising tide of security threats.

HP is a leading provider of security intelligence and compliance solutions for enterprises that want to 
mitigate risk and defend against today’s most advanced threats. Based on market-leading products from 
ArcSight, Atalla, Fortify and TippingPoint, HP Enterprise Security Products enables organizations to take 
a comprehensive approach to security, integrating information correlation, deep application analysis and 
network-level defense mechanisms. HP Security Research conducts innovative research and delivers 
intelligence to this portfolio of HP solutions, delivering actionable security intelligence while providing 
insight into the future of security and the most critical threats facing organizations today.

More information about HP Enterprise Security Products is available at http://www.hpenterprisesecurity.com.

About HP Enterprise Security

Today’s computing trends have greatly increased productivity and business agility—but at the same 
time, have introduced a host of new risks. Actionable security intelligence is critical to protecting your 
organization from this rising tide of security threats.

HP’s approach to enterprise security disrupts the life cycle of an attack with prevention and real-time 
threat detection, from the application layer to the hardware and software interface. HP Enterprise Security 
enables organizations to take a comprehensive approach to security, delivering actionable security 
intelligence while providing insight into the future of security and the most critical threats facing 
organizations today.

More information about HP Enterprise Security is available at http://www.hpenterprisesecurity.com.
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